The desired outcome:

- Undo latches from windshield; fold header bar part way back
- Rear folding bar rotates forward
- Undo fasteners and slide bottom of top forward between frame legs.
Fold header bar all the way back against the frame bow, with top fabric draped toward back. Avoid pinching fabric between header and bow.

Wrap bottom of top over header bar.
Wrap bottom of top over header bar, cont’d.

Make sure top wraps inside of folded arm (necessary for stowage per below).
Align seam along top of frame; center window side-to-side.
Tuck ends in

Drape shoulder belts, if any, over bodywork so they won't be trapped behind stowed top below

With assistant*, insert legs through straps into stowage boxes below, ensuring folded arms also fit through straps (see picture below).

Important: keep same orientation with curve of header bow toward rear.

Be careful to slide fabric down sides smoothly so it's not bunched up in this area

*Alternative non-assistant fold shown below.
Alternative fold – with tie works without assistant:

Tying the flaps like this, I’m able to stow the top without the help of the assistant.

End